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A WARM
WELCOME
Feeling good at home is a big part of coping with our
busy lives. And a large part of this comes from
harnessing the ever changing and emotive qualities
of light.
We can’t always say why we gravitate to a favourite
chair, or why it feels so good to open our eyes to
the emerging morning sun. But often, it’s the magic
of light which draws us in.
For the last 70 years we’ve made it our passion
to understand the many elements of light. From
making a cloudy day seem brighter or helping a hot
room feel cooler and more comfortable, we seek
to manage and enhance the elemental qualities
of light.
We’ve learnt a lot in this time, and we’d like to
share it with you. So you can enjoy beautiful light in
every room with inspired and elegant solutions for
your home. Welcome to The Art of Window Styling.
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LIVING
WITH LIGHT
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/ LIVING WITH LIGHT

IT ALL
BEGINS
WITH LIGHT
Our daily experience is deeply affected by our
environment; and our need to work, play or ind
a little private time to unwind requires different
moods from different spaces.
Effectively controlling light and maintaining a
comfortable temperature is a key part of setting
a relaxed, welcoming atmosphere in every room.
Choosing the right selection of window coverings,
combined with nuanced artiicial lighting and
insulation will instantly begin to transform a house
into a home.
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THE QUALITIES
OF LIGHT
Light has the power to energise us. To soothe. To make
us feel revitalised or restful. It triggers a broad spectrum
of sensations and is one of the most powerful ways to
inluence the senses. But before you can harness it, you
need to understand it.
Depending on where you are in the world, and which
direction your home faces, you will experience light in
different ways – bright and vivid or gently paler - and
with strong heat or weaker, more temperate warmth.
Understanding your home, and its relationship to natural
daylight, is the irst step to a place that feels as well as
looks, beautiful.
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UNDERSTANDING
YOUR LIGHT
COMPASS
Every room in your home will have its own quality of
light, depending on which direction it faces, how large
the windows are and whether it is on the ground loor
or upstairs. Start by inding the position of north in
your home. Then work out where each room lies on
the compass. From here you can begin to work out the
direction of the light entering your home.
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East-facing
An east-facing bedroom is perfect for those who like to start the
day with a ‘Sun Salutation’ yoga pose. Sleepy-heads who prefer a
lie-in will need to manage the sunrise.

North-facing
North-facing rooms will receive lower light levels in a more diffused
way – creating a calm, restrained feel. These rooms may need help
in relecting and increasing light.
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West-facing
These rooms come alive in the evening. If the light’s strong, cool it
with soothing tones at the window such as grey. Or, maximise its
effects with light-enhancing window fabrics.

South-facing
A south-facing room will enjoy the most natural daytime light, which
may need iltering and softening if it creates a bright midday glare.
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Seasons
When you begin planning your décor, the
seasons are an important place to start when
considering tone and palette for a room, and as
the year cycles through, how your requirements
may change.
During summer months, the sun is higher in the
sky so it may not create the blinding glare which
can be experienced with a low winter sun.
Trees in full leaf can diffuse the harsh bright
midday sun in a south-facing room.
A white-washed garden wall can bounce muchneeded light back into a north-facing kitchen.
In autumn and winter, bare trees will reveal the
views beyond so extra privacy may be needed
if you’re suddenly looking out onto a busy street
or through next door’s bedroom window.
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2 / D E C O R AT I N G W I T H L I G H T

UNDERSTANDING
HOW LIGHT
CHANGES
Too much natural daylight – if it’s glaring and unforgiving –
can feel uncomfortable to sit in even whilst it gently warms
the skin. But a room which relies on artiicial light can feel
lat and cold.
Learning how to soften hard light, maximise low light and
ind a sensitive balance between the two is an essential part
of making a successful design scheme.
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2 / D E C O R AT I N G W I T H L I G H T

Colour
When is a plain white room not a plain white room?
Imagine placing an earthy ochre-hued shade at the
window. The sunlight, whether summer-clear or
winter-crisp will be given a gentle warm tone as it
permeates through the fabric.
Replace it with a bright, icy blue shade and instantly
the room feels fresher, sharper and colder – with
the new colour transferring its qualities to the light
which passes through it.

2 / D E C O R AT I N G W I T H L I G H T

Diffused light
Bright light can cast long shadows which create gloomy,
dark, unwelcoming corners. But, choosing a window
covering using voile or sheer fabrics can help ilter and
disperse light more evenly throughout the room – making
the whole space feel more appealing. Or, create intricate,
detailed shadows using perforated Vertical Blinds with
long slats to shape the sunlight as it passes through.

Relected light
Light can be enhanced and managed with some clever,
but simple tricks. Stuck with a dark kitchen? Choose hard,
bright surfaces like glossy kitchen cupboards or work tops
which bounce all available light back into the room. Or, try
a collection of vintage mirrors covering the end wall of a
long hallway to magnify the light – creating the illusion of
two classic pendant lights, or an extra window.
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Layering
The light changes as the day progresses,
and so should the way you manage it.
The key to making a scheme rich and
engaging is knowing what light to use, and
when. Consider how a room’s purpose
may change over a day and then begin
layering lighting solutions.
Use bright task lighting in a bedroom
where you choose work outits, or gentle
diffused daylight through slatted blinds
for a quiet read. And at bed time, restful,
golden, low lighting on a bedside table.
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MAKING LIGHT
WORK FOR YOU

MASTER THE
LIGHT FOR
YOUR HOME
When planning your décor, ultimately you want
to know it will work for how you live, not just
how it looks. For every mood you want to create,
there is a way of combining natural and artiicial
light to produce just the right ambience with a
natural low all year round.
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BATHE,
DAYDREAM
AND UNWIND
Sometimes you may want to feel relaxed, but not sleepy.
Simply enjoy a calmer space. The room needs to be
bright enough to enjoy a soothing bath, yoga or reading,
but not so dim you drift off. The effect should be of
ambient lighting, nothing to distract or draw the eye.
Harness the freshness of day or evening light but
diffuse glare with a window treatment like Silhouette®
Window Shadings or Pirouette® Window Shadings
that ilter and disperse the light evenly through the
room. Even a simple Roller Shade in classic white will
create a soothing glow. Standard lamps and uplighters
can lift dark corners without demanding too much
attention, making the balance of light in the room
seem even and peaceful. Look for soft fabric folds
and weaves that work with the sun’s rays and softly
ilter light in the room.
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3 / MAKING LIGHT WORK FOR YOU

STAY BRIGHT.
KEEP ALERT.
LET’S GET
TO WORK.
Some days are about action, concentration and
clear thinking. Waking up with natural daylight,
where possible, is the gentlest way to energise our
senses. Then we need to turn to the task in hand,
and create a pool of light to draw the eye to the
place you want to work.
Enter task lighting; perfect for providing the light
you need to work in your home ofice, sew or read.
An anglepoise lamp over a desk or spotlights
over a kitchen island will pull the attention to the
work area, and when available, complement it by
harnessing the natural power of light.
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COOK, EAT
& SHARE
Cooking for friends or family is one of life’s great
pleasures. And it’s even more rewarding when
everyone can enjoy each other’s company in a
warm, welcoming environment.
When planning a space to share with others you
may want to close-in the room, creating a cosy
space where people can perch happily around
a kitchen island whilst you create a feast. An
oversized pendant lamp hanging over a large
dining table, or a colourful Roller Shade creates
an attractive focal point where people gather,
whilst allowing you enough light to cook or serve.
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RELAX &
INDULGE
WITH SOME
‘ME TIME’
The day is done. It’s time to slow the pace and change the
mood. A perfect opportunity for accent lighting to shine.
What will you make a feature of? A cosy nook for curling up
in with a good book, beads of light under shelves to highlight
your library or a traditional brass swan neck light over a
treasured artwork?
By using a mix of downlighters, uplighters, tracks and table
lamps, you can create a beautifully layered and comforting
look. This gives texture, focus and shape to general lighting,
adding depth and shade – with shadows in some corners
and pools of light in others.
Using lights at varied heights make a large room with high
ceilings appear cosier. Lamps around the room will also
help create soft, low pools of light. And don’t forget the
view. Choosing a transparent sheer window covering can
make a glittering cityscape or star-illed sky a stunning
backdrop to your room.
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DESIGNED
TO MAKE
EVERY HOME
MORE STYLISH
Crafted to the very highest standard with a precise
attention to detail, our unique collection of ‘made to
measure’ window coverings have been designed to
enhance every room they grace. It’s a complete range;
covering all styles from classic to contemporary, with
colours, fabrics and forms that latter every window,
old or new, to give you a world of choice.
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PIROUETTE
WINDOW
SHADINGS

®

Dramatically ilter light

Introducing our latest innovation: Pirouette®
Window Shadings combine a single sheer
undulating fabric fold to provide a clear,
unobstructed view through to the outside, all the
while maintaining a discreet level of privacy inside
The soft fabric vanes attached to a sheer backing
appear to be loating, and draw natural light into
the room. The range features reined fabrics
inspired by the organic beauty of raw silk and
linen, with a palette including soft, neutral tones
and breathtaking pops of bold colour.

4 / C R E AT E D F O R Y O U

®

LUMINETTE
PRIVACY SHEERS
Sheer beauty

These stylish sheer drapery panels have vertical
fabric vanes which rotate 180° to offer unlimited
light control and privacy options. Diffusing light and
spreading it evenly throughout a room to maximize
daylight and reduce the need for artiicial light, the
fabric vanes can also be positioned to minimize
UV rays entering a room – protecting furniture and
looring from fading.
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®

SILHOUETTE
WINDOW
SHADINGS

Create beautiful ambient light

For lovers of light, Silhouette® Window Shades offer a
beautiful way to enhance every ray. Our unique fabric vanes
ilter the starkest daylight and gently diffuse it across the
room, or draw in the fading light to maximise it for as long
as possible, ensuring you get the most out of the daylight.
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®

DUETTE
HONEYCOMB
SHADES
Energy-saving innovation

Modern in look and feel. Innovative in design, Duette®
Honeycomb Shades combine a honeycomb structure to ilter
light as well as manage your energy eficiency. Working at
your windows and doors to keep out the aggressive heat of
summer but also helping to keep in the warmth during winter
and your home energy eficient all year round.
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TWIST
SHADES
TM

Contemporary light control

Strong, bold design and smooth, slick operation
are the signature qualities of our Twist Shades
range. These combine the ease and simplicity of
a roller shade with the increased ability to control
light and privacy that comes with the mix of fabrics
and opacities.
TM
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TM

SKYLINE GLIDING
WINDOW PANELS
Sleek, modern panel track blinds

Beautifully clean and crisp, Skyline Gliding Window Panels
give a sleek, modern look to any sized window. Open, they
stack tightly to offer the maximum view; closed, they display
their rich fabrics and texture. Available in a huge selection of
fabrics, they also coordinate seamlessly with Designer Roller
Shades.
TM
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ROLLER SHADES
Made to measure perfection

We individually craft every Hunter Douglas Roller Shade.
It’s what makes us different - our meticulous attention to
detail. We elevate this go-to classic to another level with
premium fabrics and ittings and bespoke production for
every shade. With a range of options, including cordless
operation and extra-large widths, our Roller Shades are at
home in a reined period property with sumptuous drapes
or to create a bank of bold colour in a contemporary glass
penthouse.
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VENETIAN BLINDS
Super-sleek design

We know there can be huge variations in what you
need to make light work for each speciic room. So,
we’ve created our Venetian Blinds in ive slat sizes to
cover every possibility. From the wide slats that recall
island style, to slim slats that allow maximum light with
great privacy, you can choose from a range of styles in
sumptuous inishes.
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VERTICAL
BLINDS
Big on style

Large windows love Vertical Blinds. They completely
recess when sliding or bi-fold doors are thrown open
to link your interiors with an outside space, but can
also be used to manage light and privacy with great
precision.
From manual to motorised options, we do all the
work for you.
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4 / C R E AT E D F O R Y O U

COUNTRY WOODS
BLINDS

TM

Natural wood style

Traditional and timeless, these rich hardwood slats
complement the lines of any room. There’s a wide selection
of natural tones or bold painted inishes, and choose a classic
slim slat which offers maximum privacy or a wider slat style
which lets more light into a room.
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5 / TRENDS

MARIANNE
VAN LEEMPUT
Hunter Douglas Textile Designer

At Hunter Douglas we are passionate about innovation
and design in every part of our process. In our studio,
trends and fabrics begin life as an idea on the drawing
boards of our designers who take inspiration from the
natural and built environment. I’d like to share with you
three key trends for interiors which are featured in our
latest window covering collections.
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5 / TRENDS / Sculptural

SCULPTURAL

Size isn’t everything
A small element counts: a felt bag or basket
for magazines, or a sharp-lined coffee table,
can bring this look to a room.

Minimalist style
A space decorated minimally, with just a sculptural
element or two, allows the light coming in to
become the main feature of a room.

Go with the grain
Natural hues, such as graphite,
stone and off white, allow the
forms to take centre stage.

5 / TRENDS / Sculptural

SCULPTURAL
ARCHITECTURE
AND ACCENTS

“ Create a calm and peaceful

environment. A place for relecting,
where everything is in harmony
and balance. The light then becomes
a creator of patterns and forms.
It changes the atmosphere in any room.

”
Using sculptural
architecture in the home
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1
2

Earthy, natural material like woods add
a warm contrast to the sculpted lines.

3

Repetition is key; the multiple folds of
blinds are offset with the fabric vanes.

Look for textiles in one tone, formed by
small patterns or weaves to create subtle
shadows and interest.
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5 / TRENDS / Metal Finishes

Mastering light

METAL FINISHES

Reined structures softly relect
and play with the light.

Precious metals
One with nature
Gold, copper and zinc used on
surfaces, such as a shimmering
wall or window covering make a
striking architectural statement.

Inspiration comes from our precious
earth, capturing the diversity between
matt and shiny, dark and light.

5 / TRENDS / Metal Finishes

METALS IN
CONTEMPORARY
DESIGN – MAKE
A STRONG DESIGN
STATEMENT
is a new type of luxury, inspired by
“ This
the heavy metal treasures of the earth
and sea. Innovative material inishes
relect the richness of wonderful natural
materials. Gold, copper and zinc make
precious piping or small details.

”

Using metal in the home

1
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Use angular accents or frames with
ine lines of precious metals to create
elegant detailing.

2

Golden, copper and zinc surfaces combined
with matt, soft materials capture the
decadent 1970s - a trend very much
back in vogue.

3

Aged metal effects and structures highlight
craftsmanship, such as lighting details or
window coverings.
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TRANSPARENCY

Diffuse the light
Movement affects the qualities
of transparency, from a delicate
shimmer to a lat ilter of light.

Create serenity
Dynamic effects
Folds and undulating overlaps of
fabric give a sense of changing form.

For a smooth, even light and
calmness, choose lat weaves.
Or, go for a radiant glistening sheen
to create a sparkling, luid effect.

5 / T R E N D S / Tr a n s p a r e n c y

TRANSPARENCY
AND LIGHT WORK
BEAUTIFULLY
TOGETHER

“ A transparent fabric makes light
more visible. It brings it to life.
Without one the experience of
the other is lessened.

”

Using transparency
in the home

1
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When using a transparent fabric, it’s the
window covering structure that will decide
the quality of the light; from luid fabrics to
structured vanes.

2

Transparent materials work well when
reacting against a more solid one –
creating a stark contrast.

3

Even a limited palette can create dramatic
effects when it moves from lustrous metallic
inishes to subdued, lat concretes.

1
TAKE IT HOME

LIVING WITH LIGHT
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STYLE TO
LIGHT UP
YOUR HOME
As well as its own unique aspect and position,
every home also has its own distinct style. From
Georgian reinement to the angular drama of a
city high rise, the right designs have to fulil both
aesthetic and practical demands.
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6 / TAKE IT HOME

1. Working with your building type
Sharp and lean or old and quirky; your window type
doesn’t have to dictate your decorating style, but it’s
good to work with your building type in mind. The clean
sharp edges of a bold colourful shade can enhance the
beauty and quirkiness of an old window frame.
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2. Scale
Large panes of glass can feel stark. Consider how
you can break this up: The undulating soft folds of
Pirouette® Window Shadings can stop wall to wall
picture windows from overpowering the space
and soften edges – so you can just admire the
view.
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6 / TAKE IT HOME

3. Energy eficiency
50% of the heat you use in your home can
be lost through windows. And heat coming
in from the outside (thermal gain) can make a
room uncomfortably hot and stuffy. Products
like Duette® Architella® Honeycomb Shades
can help you achieve better energy eficiency,
keeping rooms warmer in winter, cooler in
summer and energy eficient all year round.

4. Privacy and transparency
Need a deep sleep? Have an overlooked north window
but need daylight to work? As all our products are made to
measure, we can help you resolve the individual issues of
each room in your home with solutions that relect how you
live, as well as your style.

6 / TAKE IT HOME

5. Stand out
Think beyond the obvious options. Use a sleek modern
Roller Shade in an unexpected pop of colour for a plain
room or try a trendy two tone Venetian Blind with a unique
playful style - your local Hunter Douglas showrooms can
guide you through the wide range of options to create a
truly stand out window treatment for your home.
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/ WHO WE ARE

INNOVATION
IS OUR
HERITAGE
For over 70 years, Hunter Douglas have been the
world’s leading manufacturer of window coverings
and architectural window products.
We create innovative, high quality products which
can be found in millions of homes and high-proile
commercial building projects across the globe. We
operate in 100 countries and employ over 20,000
employees worldwide.
And working side-by-side with the design and
architectural community, we collaborate to develop
exciting new solutions which manage light, heat
and acoustics – using the latest sustainable and
responsible production techniques to deliver
outstanding performance and exceptional durability.
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DRAWING
BOARD TO
INSPIRING
REALITY
At Hunter Douglas, we help bring ideas to life;
developing smarter ways of tackling stubborn realworld obstacles and offering improved design,
comfort and sustainability.
The solutions we manufacture at our global network
of specialised production facilities meet rigorous
international standards and can contribute towards
LEED, BREEAM, HQE, DNGB and ESTIDAMA
certiication.
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GREAT
PRODUCTS
START WITH
GREAT DESIGN
Innovation is in our DNA. Ever since we created
the irst aluminium blind in 1946, we’ve kept
pushing the idea of what our products can bring
to the home or commercial building. To us, form
and function are inseparable. That’s why we
continuously invest in research and development
– applying meticulous attention to detail at every
stage of the process – and creating solutions which
offer excellence in aesthetics, energy eficiency,
safety and smart technology with our signature
‘Beautiful Light Control’.
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AT THE
FOREFRONT
OF NEW
21ST CENTURY
THINKING
We manage light, heat and energy in innovative, exciting
ways; reducing the need for artiicial lighting, cooling and
heating. Our world-class engineering facilities produce
window coverings which set new standards in versatility,
durability and style – and we are also setting the pace in
advanced Motorisation Technology.
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PRIVACY
& SECURITY
From high-rise city apartments to country homes,
everyone values their personal space and security.
Which is why we’re experts in creating solutions
which both manage light and offer lexible privacy
features.
Our unique solutions like motorised Top Down Bottom Up shades; operate effortlessly in the
fully open, fully closed or somewhere in between,
depending on the time of day and personal privacy
preferences.
And PowerView ® Motorisation systems enables
home owners to automatically control their Hunter
Douglas window treatments from a smart phone,
tablet or remote – even when they’re not at home
– choosing their preferred privacy and light control
settings any time of the day or night.
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EXPERTS
IN ELEGANT
FABRICS &
INNOVATIVE
MATERIALS
Our specialist team includes dedicated textile and
material designers, technical innovators, craftspeople
and engineers who create our unique products with
traditional craftsmanship and the latest manufacturing
techniques. This leads to innovative designs which can
delect and redirect sunlight precisely. With our specially
engineered translucent fabrics diffusing harsh sunlight
and drawing it deeper into the room – dispersing the
light to help illuminate homes naturally and reduce the
need for artiicial light.
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RIGOROUS
TESTING
METHODS
We use proprietary manufacturing processes and rigorous
testing methods to ensure our products meet the strictest
controls and international standards for performance. It’s
why our window treatments deliver unrivalled beauty,
performance and long-term reliability.
We test all our products performance for:
•

Glare control

•

View-through and privacy

•

Heat gain control

•

Reaction to ire

•

Sound absorption

•

Breaking strength,
elongation and tear resistance

•

Colour fastness and UV-resistance.

We also perform assembly tests to make sure our fabrics
combine perfectly with our hardware systems, so:
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•

Fabrics don’t show irregularities
like spots or holes

•

Fabrics don’t fray or cup

•

Fabrics don’t scratch

•

Fabrics don’t show waving,
V-shapes or wavy edges

•

Fabrics roll up straight.

7

/ WHO WE ARE

DESIGNED
WITH SAFETY
IN MIND
We’re proud to have developed the widest array of
patented and award-winning cordless and motorised
operating systems - including retractable cords, cord
tensioners and wand controls – which were created
speciically to offer improved child safety.
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INDUSTRY
LEADING
OPERATING
INNOVATION
Our proprietary operating systems make our window
treatments easy to use with reliable performance,
convenience and improved safety features –
identiied with our “Designed with Safety in Mind”
logo. Our innovations include award-wining LiteRise®
and UltraGlide® and the revolutionary PowerView ®
Motorisation - an advanced home automation system
that allows Hunter Douglas window treatments to be
conveniently operated via a smart phone, tablet or
remote control based on personalised settings.
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®

POWERVIEW
MOTORISATION
Smart devices and home automation are changing the
way we live. And we are part of that revolution, with
our new PowerView ® Motorisation system enabling
the precise control of Hunter Douglas window
treatments from a smart phone, tablet or remote
control. PowerView ® automatically moves a single
blind, or all the blinds in the home, to customisable
pre-set favourite settings – offering the ultimate
control of light, privacy, security and energy eficiency.
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ULTRAGLIDE

®

UltraGlide® features a choice of a single retractable cord
or wand which remains a constant length when the
window treatment is raised or lowered – so there are no
long, dangling cords. This improves child and pet safety.
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LITERISE

®

The cordless LiteRise® system is designed with safety
in mind - simply push up with your hand to raise and pull
down to lower and your shades stay right where you
put them.

7

/ WHO WE ARE

SUSTAINABILITY
IN ACTION
Protecting the future
with sustainable products
For over 70 years, Hunter Douglas has pioneered
sustainability through the innovative design of our
proprietary product solutions, advanced operating
systems and high-performance architectural products.
Our solutions help reduce energy loss, save on heating
and cooling costs to create more energy eficient and
comfortable homes and ofices.

Responsible design solutions
for a healthier world
Hunter Douglas is committed to being a responsible
manufacturer, customer, employer, vendor and
neighbour. As part of our constant commitment to
sustainability and responsible development, we always
look to improve production processes, eliminate waste
and reduce maintenance.
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YOUR PARTNER
IN DESIGN
If you are a professional interior designer, architect, or
general contractor working with a homeowner on their
interior design project – or you’re involved in a commercial
architecture development, Hunter Douglas can support you
with inspiring product solutions and unparalleled quality.
From concept and speciication through to installation, our
culture of innovation and superior product development
can deliver close support and services including:
•

Project management and design support

•

Project quote and speciication advice

•

Technical resource and product galleries

•

Free training courses

•

Installation services

•

Special buying privileges

•

New product previews

•

Technology and motorisation support

•

Model room services

If you have any questions about the Hunter Douglas
programme, please contact our specialist team. See the
directory on pages 148 - 149.
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LET’S TALK
Whether you’re looking for speciic product information
or just some sound advice, our experienced team
is here to answer your questions and ind the best
solutions for your home.

Prefer to chat face to face?
To discover more about our beautiful and innovative
products, and for insightful expert advice, contact
any one of our nationwide network of authorised
showrooms. To ind the closest to you, use the
showroom locator on our website.

Looking for trends or
design tips to get inspired?
We’ve got lots of ways to share our latest ideas and
insider expertise. Follow us on Facebook, Twitter,
WeChat and Instagram and keep checking our
blog and Pinterest boards for our latest innovations
and ideas, plus all you need to know from the
design world.
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HUNTER
DOUGLAS
DIRECTORY
HUNTER DOUGLAS ASIA OPERATION OFFICE
亨特亚洲总部
Lot 493, Persiaran Kuala Selangor, Section 26,
40400 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia
Tel: 60-3-5191 2020
Fax: 60-3-5192 3900

HUNTER DOUGLAS WINDOW COVERING
PRODUCTS (CHINA) CO., LTD
亨特道格拉斯窗饰产品(中国)有限公司
No.2805, Zhongchun Road, Shanghai, China
上海市闵行区中春路2805号

HUNTER DOUGLAS JAPAN

HUNTER DOUGLAS KOREA

MFPR Roppongi Azabudai Building 6F
1-8-7, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106 0032

216 Dongjack-daero, Seocho-gu, Bangbae-dong
764-19 Dongyang Bldg., 6Fl. Seoul 06554

Tel: 81-3-3560 9870
Fax: 81-3-3560 9872

Tel: 82-2-518 3663
Fax: 82-2-518-3664

wcp@hdj.co.jp
www.hunterdouglas.asia/jp

yj.kim@hunterdouglas.co.kr
www.hunterdouglas.co.kr

HUNTER DOUGLAS MALAYSIA SDN BHD (6929-M)

HUNTER DOUGLAS SINGAPORE PTE LTD

Lot 493, Persiaran Kuala Selangor, Section 26,
40400 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

60 Benoi Road #02-02 Singapore 629906

Tel: 60-3-5191 2020
Fax: 60-3-5192 3900

Tel: 86-21-64429999
customercare@hunterdouglas.com.my
www.hunterdouglas.com.my

customercare@hunterdouglas.com.my
www.hunterdouglas.asia

info@hunterdouglas.com.cn
www.hunterdouglas.com.cn

HUNTER DOUGLAS CHINA/HONG KONG LTD

HUNTER DOUGLAS TAIWAN

Unit 8-12, 6/F, Topsail Plaza,
No.11, On Sum Street, Shatin, Hong Kong
香港沙田安心街11號華順廣場6樓608-612室

10F., No.172 Section 2, Nanjing East Road,
Zhongshan District, Taipei City 10489
104台北市南京東路二段172號10樓

Tel: 852-2637 8111
Fax: 852-26378611

Tel: 886-2-2504 8777
Fax: 886-2-4504 0555

info@hunterdouglas.com.hk
www.hunterdouglas.com.hk

service@hunterdouglas.com.tw
www.hunterdouglas.com.tw

HUNTER DOUGLAS INDIA PVT LTD.

P.T. HUNTER DOUGLAS INDONESIA

HUNTER DOUGLAS VIETNAM

C102 Mangalya, Behind Sangeet Plaza, Marol Maroshi
Road, Andheri East, Mumbai - India 400 059

Wisma 77, Tower 2, Lt. 16, Jl. S. Parman Kav. 77
Jakarta Barat 11410, Indonesia

Lot A1, Street 1, Binh Chieu Industrial Zone,
Binh Chieu Ward Thu Duc District,
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Tel: 91-22-6761 7500

Tel: 62-21-2967 6001
Fax: 62-21-2967 6002

contact@hunterdouglas.in
www.hunterdouglas.in

customer_service@hunterdouglas.co.id
www.hunterdouglas.co.id

Tel: 65-6862 4466
Fax: 65-6861 6595
wfs@hunterdouglas.com.sg
www.hunterdouglas.asia/sg

HUNTER DOUGLAS WINDOW FASHIONS
PHILIPPINES LICENSEE - FOCUS GLOBAL INC.

HUNTER DOUGLAS WINDOW FASHIONS
THAILAND LICENSEE - INFINITE DECORE CO., LTD

15/F Twenty-four Seven Mckinley, 24th Street cor.
7th Avenue, McKinley Parkway Bonifacio Global City,
Taguig 1634, Philippines

957 Wangdek Building 5, 6th Floor, Unit 61, 62, 63,
Srinakarin Road, Suanluang, Bangkok 10250, Thailand
Tel: 66-2-721-2772

Tel: 63-2-705 9999
Fax: 63-2-8336377

info@ininitedecor.net
www.hunterdouglas.co.th

hdwcp@focusglobalinc.com
www.hunterdouglas.asia/ph

Tel: 84-28-3897 5556
Fax: 84-28-3897 5188
infovn@hunterdouglas.asia
www.hunterdouglas.asia/vn
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